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Hopf Term for a Two-Dimensional Electron Gas

In a recent Letter [1], Apel and Bychkov presente
a microscopic calculation of the prefactorQ of the
topological Hopf term in the effective action of a two
dimensional electron gas in a magnetic field at t
filling factor n  1. This derivation is questionable
The integrand in Eq. (14) of Ref. [1], which supposed
contains the Hopf term, is the total spatial derivative
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The space integral of Eq. (1) vanishes, if the fieldn is
rotated so that cosus`d  0. Since the Hopf term is
invariant under such rotation, this means that Eq. (1
of Ref. [1] does not contain the Hopf term at all. Thi
zero result may be an artifact of the parametrization of t
rotation matrices and the unit vectorn by the Euler angles
u, f, and c, which is potentially dangerous, becausef

andc are ill defined when cosu  61.
We developed the proper method of calculatingQ

microscopically in Ref. [2] for3He-A films (see also
Ref. [3]). This method was used to calculateQ for
various lattice models in Ref. [4] and for quasi-one
dimensional conductors in Ref. [5]. The parametrizatio
in terms of the Euler angles was avoided in Refs. [2–5]

The results of Ref. [4] apply to a general class
mean-field fermion models characterized by a microsco
Hamiltonian of the form

Ĥ  Ĥ0 1 s ? nsr, tdĤ1 . (2)

In Hamiltonian (2), which acts on the electron wav
functions, the Pauli matricess act on the spin indices
of the electrons,nsr, td is a unit vector slowly varying
in the s2 1 1d-dimensional space-time, and the spin
independent HamiltonianŝH0 and Ĥ1 are such that the
system has an insulating energy gap at the Fermi lev
(In the case of the BCS superconducting gap [2], t
equations below are similar, but somewhat modified.)
shown in Refs. [2,4], the effective action of model (2
(obtained by integrating out the electrons) contains t
Hopf term, whose coefficientQ is given by the following
expression (in the normalization of Ref. [1]):

Q  pN , (3)

whereN is the integer-valued topological invariant in th
momentum space (see also Ref. [6])

N 
1
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.

(4)

In Eq. (4), kx and ky are the electron momenta in thex
andy directions,v is the Wick-rotated frequency, and

Gsv, kx , kyd  fiv 2 Ĥ0skx , kyd 2 szĤ1skx , kydg21

(5)

is the Green function of the electrons. [To derive th
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Hopf term, we locally transform the electronsc 0 
Ûsr, tdc to maken parallel to thez axis and expand the
effective action in the gradients of ˆUsr, td [2,4].] The
topological invariant (4) also determines the quantized
Hall conductivity of the system:

sxy  Ne2yh , (6)

so Q andsxy are proportional to each other.
Thus, for a model (2), a microscopic derivation ofQ

amounts to substituting the Green function of the mode
into Eq. (4) and doing the integral. Since the mean
field Hartree-Fock model of Ref. [1] belongs to the class
(2), Eqs. (3), (4), and (6) should apply to this model.
Comparing the value of the Hall conductivity atn  1
with Eq. (6), one finds thatN  1, thus, from Eq. (3),
Q  p , as suggested in Ref. [1]. Strictly speaking,
integral (4) has to be somewhat modified for this model
becausekx and ky are not good quantum numbers in the
magnetic field simultaneously. That amounts to replacin
the integration over the momenta by averaging over th
phases of the boundary conditions, which is standard i
the quantum Hall effect theory [7]. Recently, Iordanskii
and Plyasunov [8] derivedQ microscopically for the
model of Ref. [1] following the approach of Ref. [2].

The effective action approach applies only to the spin
textures of a large size. The quantum statistics of smal
size Skyrmions is discussed in Ref. [9].
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